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This work isbased on the paper entitled 'Overcoming the shrinkandswell effect in
water level controlstrategy on industrial drum boiler' [1], The basic function of this
boiler is to produce steam. The steam will allow the turbine to function and therefore,
will generate electricity to users. This paper illustrates the optimisation of load-
following scheme by applying 3-element controller scheme to regulate the drumboiler's
water level. The PID controller is, by far the most commonly used for controlling and
monitoring purposes inprocess plants. Nevertheless, theperformance specifications ofa
PID controllercould be further improved.
This FinalYear Project entitled 'Alternative WaterLevelController usingArtificial
Intelligence (AI)forIndustrial Drum Boiler'. It applies neural network, neuro-fuzzy and
pre-processing to comparethe control performance ofthe steampressureand water level
of the boiler model.
The objective of the project is to design and construct software by using Matlab,
which can simulate and enhance thecontroller ofwater level andsteam pressure indrum
boiler. The Artificial Intelligence approach makes it easier to conceptualize and
implement control systems. Theprocess is reduced to a setofvisualizable steps. Thisis
a very important point. Actually implementing a control system, even a simple control
system, is more difficult than it appears. Unexpected aberrations and physical
anomalies inevitably occur.
In reading about AI control applications in industry, one of the significant points
that stand out is: AI is usedbecause it shortens the time for engineering development.
AI enables engineers to configure systems quickly without extensive experimentation
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Figure 1: The model ofdrum boiler by using PID controller
This work is based on the paper entitled 'Overcoming the shrink and swell effect in
water levelcontrol strategy on industrial drum boiler' by Fawnizu A.H. [1]. This paper
investigates 3-element controller using purely conventional PED control scheme to
regulate the drum boiler's water level. The controller is then cascaded with another
feedback loop that regulates steam pressure. For this paper, tuning was done using
Ziegler-Nichols method.
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Therefore, the writer had done some continuation based on the previous project by
illustratesa few other alternative controlmethods usingArtificial Intelligence
• Neural Network
• Neuro-Fuzzy
• Combination (Pre-processing and Neural Network)
This project will base on the simulation ofthe above boiler model. Based
on the model, we can see that this model is using four proportional-integral (PI)
controller. Proportional-Integral controllers consist of a feedbackand feed forward loop.
Each element ofthe PI controller refers to a particular action taken on the error. To most
practitioners, the PI controller is robust, reliable and very well understood. Basically,
this model is using MATLAB Simulink as a main tool.
In order to increase the performance of this model, the writer had used
neural network toolbox, fuzzy logic toolbox and also Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference
System (ANFIS). By using these toolboxes, the writer had tried to reduce the fluctuation
that occurredto the outputswhichare water level and steam pressure. On the other hand,
a neuro-fuzzy system tends to be both robust and intelligent. It is the combination of
neural-network and fuzzy systems in such a way that neural-network are used to
determine parameters of fuzzy systems. The main intention of this particular approach is
to create or improve a fuzzy system automaticallyby means of neural network methods.
Neural networks are computer algorithms inspired by the way information is processed
in the nervous system.
An important difference between neural networks and standard IT
solutions is their ability to learn. This learning property has yielded a new generation of
algorithms that can learn from the past, to predict the future; extract rules for reasoning
in complex environments; offer solutions when explicit algorithms and models are
unavailable or too cumbersome. The main idea of neural network control is to build a
model of a human control expert who is capable of controlling a plant without thinking
too much in terms of a mathematical model. The model specifies control actions in the
form of linguistic rules. These control rules are translated into the framework of fuzzy
set theory providing a calculus, which can simulate the behaviour ofthe model.
1.2 Problem statement
The output for water level and steam pressure would overshoot for a few seconds and
then arrive at the desired set point value after a series ofoscillations, as shown below.
Figure 2 : System response with PID Controller (Water Level)
Figure 3 ; System response with PID Controller (Steam Pressure)
The PID controller is, by far the most commonly used for controlling and monitoring
purposes in process plants. As previously stated, the PID controller is robust.
Nevertheless, the performance of a PID controller could be further improved. The
proposed Artificial Intelligent (AI) controller, which applies neural network and fuzzy
logic, is used for comparison.
1.3 Significance of the project
Through this project, the investigation on the development of the artificial intelligence
controller for a boiler model is carried out. The outcome of the investigation serves as
the base for designing an alternative controller, which uses the artificial intelligence for




1. To conduct research on the present PID controller of water level on Industrial Drum
Boiler
2. To design alternative AI controllers using Neural Network Toolbox, Fuzzy Logic
Toolbox and ANFIS.
1.5 Scope of study
The study of the Water Level Drum Boiler will cover several of engineering subjects
such as control system, power plant and control system, engineering mathematics and
also probability and statistics. In designing the system, the knowledge of programming
is highly required. It is also essential to understand the boiler's process in order to make
the alternative controller. In term of developing the controller, subjects such as
MATLAB and Artificial Intelligence are required in order to produce good controller
1.6 The relevance of the project
A lot of research has been done on the applications of artificial intelligence controller in
process plants through out the past few years. The outcome was very promising in which
some are already tried in the real process plant.
1.7 Feasibility of the Project within the Time Frame
The time frame for this project is split into two semesters:-
Semester 1:
1. Understandingthe process ofboiler
2. Understanding the PID algorithm for this boiler model
3. Feasibility studies to the Matlab toolboxes (ANFIS Editor)
Semester 2:
1. Feasibility studies to the Matlab toolboxes (Neural Network)
2. Feasibility to enhance knowledge through literature reading for pre
processing.
3. Feasibility to implement alternatives AI controller to the boiler model
4. Feasibility to come out with a brief final report.
CHAPTER 2
2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW.
2.1 Big Bend Power Station Neural Network-Sootblower Optimization
The intent of this project is to apply a neural network intelligent sootblowing system in
conjunction with state-of-the-art controls and instruments to optimize the operation of a
utility boiler and systematically control boiler fouling. This optimisation process is
targeted to reduce NO generation by 30%or more, improve heat rate by 2% and reduce
PM emissions by 5%. As compared to competing technologies, this could be an
extremely cost-effective technology, which has the ability to be readily and easily
adapted to virtually andpulverized coal boiler. [11]
2.2 Wide Range Operation of a PowerUnit via Feedforward Fuzzy Control
A two level hierarchical control scheme for wide range operation of fossil fuel power
units is presented. At the supervisory level, a fuzzy reference governor generates,
according to a variable pressure operating policy, the set-point trajectories to command
the unit along any load demand pattern. At the control level, a combination of feed
forward andfeedback control strategies are implemented. The feed forward control path
contains a set of multi-input single-output fuzzy inference systems, designed from
steady-state input-output plant data. The feedback control path consists of PED
controllers in a multi-loop configuration, as currently available at power units. With this
strategy, the feed forward path provides most of the control signal component for
regulation and disturbance rejection in small neighbourhoods about the commanded
trajectories. Simulation results demonstrate the feasibility ofthe control scheme to attain
cyclic load-following operation. [13]
2.3 Use of Artificial Neural Networks Process Analyzers: A Case Study
Boilers are found in many industrial facilities to be used both as power source and for
processing purposes. They consist of a furnace, where air and fuel are combined and
burned to produce combustion gases to a water-tube system. The tubes are connectedto
the steam drum, where the generated water vapour is withdrawn.
Optimization of the operation of boilers can result is large savings. One of the areas in
which the optimisation can be performed is through the minimization of excess air.
Lowering the excess oxygen from 1% to 0.5% will increase boiler efficiency by 0.25%,
a savings of about $5000/year in a 100,000Ib/hour boiler. Oxygen measurements are
obtained through oxygen analysers.
In this paper, artificial neural network (ANN), which is known for their ability to model
non-linear systems and their inherent noise-filtering abilities, are used as oxygen
analyser to predict oxygen contents in a boiler at SHARQ petrochemical company in
Saudi Arabia. The training data has been collected overduration do one month and used
to train a neural network to develop neural based oxygen analyser. The results are very
promising. [12]
2.4 Tuning of Fuzzy PID Controllers
Since fuzzy controllers are non-linear, it is more difficult to set the controller gains
compared to proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers. This research paper
purposes a design procedure and a tuning procedure that carries tuning rules from the
PID domain over to fuzzy single-loop controllers. The idea is to start with a tuned,
conventional PID controller, replace it with and equivalent linear fuzzycontroller, make
the fuzzy controller non-linear, and eventually fine-tune the non-linear fuzzy controller.




This subtopic will show us the characteristics ofthe each of proportional (P), the integral
(I), and the derivative (D) controls, and how to use them to obtain a desired response. In





•O - Controller —-> Plant
i L
Plant A system to be controlled
Controller: Provides the excitation for the plant; Designed to control the overall system
behaviour
3.1.1 The three-term controller
The transfer function ofthe PID controller looks like the following:
K, KDs2+KBs + K.
Kp - Proportional gain
Ki - Integral gain
Kd- Derivative gain
(1)
First, let's take a look at how the PID controller works in a closed-loop system
using the schematic shown above. The variable (e) represents the tracking error,
the difference between the desired input value (R) and the actual output (Y). This
error signal (e) will be sent to the PID controller, and the controller computes
both the derivative and the integral of this error signal. The signal (u) just past
the controller is nowequal to the proportional gain (Kp) times the magnitude of
the error plus the integral gain (Ki) times the integral of the error plus the
derivative gain (Kd) times the derivative of the error.
f deU=Kpe +Kfledi +KB— (2)
This signal (u) will be sent to the plant, and the new output (Y) will be obtained.
This new output (Y) will be sent back to the sensor again to find the new error
signal (e). The controller takes this new error signal and computes its derivative
and it's integral again. This process goes on and on.
3.1.2 The characteristics of P, I, and D controllers
A proportional controller (Kp) will have the effect of reducing the rise time and
will reduce, but never eliminate, the steady-state error. An integral control (Kj)
will have the effect of eliminating the steady-state error, but it may make the
transient response worse. A derivative control (Kd) will have the effect of
increasing the stability of the system, reducingthe overshoot, and improving the
transient response. Effectsof eachof controllers Kp, Kd, andKi on a closed-loop
system are summarized in the table shown below.
Table 1: The effect ofPID value to the graph performance




K* Decrease Increase Small Change Decrease
Ki Decrease Increase Increase Eliminate
Kd Small Change Decrease Decrease Small Change
Note that these correlations maynot be exactly accurate, because Kp, Ki, and Kd
are dependent of each other. In fact, changing one of these variables can change
the effect of the other two. For this reason, the table should only be used as a
reference whenwe are determining the values for Ki, Kp and Kd.
3.2 NEURO-FUZZY SYSTEM.
3.2.1 Foundation of Fuzzy
Classical methods usually try to avoid vague, imprecise and uncertain
information, because it is considered as having a negative influence in an
inference process. Fuzzy systems on the other hand deliberately make use ofthis
kind of information. This usually leads to simpler, more suitable models, which
are easier to handle and are more familiar to human thinking.
Fuzzy logic is used in systemcontrol and analysis design, because it shortens the
time for engineering development and sometimes, in the case of highly complex
systems, is the only way to solve the problem.
Human beings have the ability to take in and evaluate all sorts of information
from the physical world they are in contact with and to mentally analyze, average
and summarize all this input data into an optimum course of action. All living
things do this, but humans do it more and do it better and have become the
dominant species of the planet.
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Fuzzy control applications are based on if-then rules. The antecedent of a rule
consists of fuzzy descriptions of measured input values, and the consequent
defines a possiblefuzzy, outputvalue for the given input.
3.2.2 Fuzzy Logic Controller
The purposeof the fuzzy logic controller is to computevalues of actionvariables
from observation of state variables of the process under control. Fuzzy logic,
which is the logic on which fuzzy control is based, is much closer in spirit to
human thinking and natural language than the traditional logical systems. It
provides an effective means of capturing the approximate, inexact nature of the
real world.
Figure 4 shows the basic configuration of a fuzzy logic controller, which
comprises four principal components:
- the fuzzification interface,
- the knowledge base,
- the decision-making logic



















Figure 4 : Basic configuration ofa fuzzy logic controller
ll
a) Fuzzification interface
The first component is the fuzzification interface, which performs the function of
fuzzification that converts input data into linguistic values, which may be viewed
as labels offuzzy sets.
0 • • 0.1 • "0.2 ••p.3 0:4 • •"-•0.S 0.6" 0.7 ' &.8: ''03
input variable "steamDressureu
Figure 5: Fuzzification interface ofsteam pressure
b) Knowledgebase
The secondcomponent is the knowledge base, which comprises the database and
the rule base. The essential part of the fuzzy logic controller is a set of linguistic
rules such as
IF the steampressure decrease THEN heat input will increase (3)
The antecedent is the controlled variable and the consequent is the controlling
variable. In manycases it is easy to translatean expert's knowledge in such rules.
So this type of controller is used to control complex process when no precise
model of the process exists and most of the information is available only in
qualitative form. The database provides necessary definitions used to
characterize fuzzy control rules and fuzzy data manipulation in the fuzzy logic
controller. From the previous linguistic values of steam pressure and heat input,
truth values will be computed.
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c) Decision-making logic
The third component is the decision-making logic which simulates human
decision-making and infers fuzzy control actions employing fuzzy implication
and rules of inference in fuzzylogic
d) Defuzzification interface
And the last component is the defuzzification interfaces, which compute a
nonfuzzy control action from an inferred fuzzy control action. Finally linguistic
values of the control action are translated in numerical value.
3.2.3 Neural Networks
Neural networks are composed of simple elements operating in parallel. These
elements are inspired by biological nervous systems. As in nature, the network
function is determined largely by the connection between elements. We can train
a neural network to perform a particular function by adjusting the values of the
connections (weights) between elements.
Commonly neural networks are adjusted, or trained, so that a particular input
leads to a specific target output. Such a situation is shown below. There, the
network is adjusted, based on a comparison of the output and the target, until the
network output matches the target. Typically many such input/target pairs are









Neural network have been trained to perform complex functions in various fields
ofapplication including pattern recognition, identification, classification, speech,
vision and control systems.
Today neural networks can be trained to solve problems that are difficult for
conventional computers or human beings. Throughout the toolbox emphasis is
placed on neural network paradigms that build up to or are themselves used in
engineering, financial and other practical applications.
Every newcomer to the field of artificial neural networks, who wants to build
own applications based on own software simulators, faces two major problems:
turning the theory of a particular network model into the design for a simulator
implementation can be a challenging task, and often it is not obvious how to
embed an application into a particular network model. [3]
3.3 The ANFIS Architecture
One of the first hybrid neuro-fuzzy systems for function approximation was Jang's
ANFIS model [15]. It represents a Sugeno-type fuzzy system in special 5-layer feed
forward network architecture. Figure 6 shows the architecture of the ANFIS model
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generatedby Jang. The inputs are not countedas a layer. ANFIS implementrules of the
form:
IfXi is Ai and X2 is A2 then Yi = Wi*Xi + W2*X2 + r{
IfXi is Bj and X2 is B2 then Y2 = V^X, + V2* X2 + n
(4)
(5)
The rule base must be known in advance. ANFIS adjust only the MF function of
the antecedents and the consequent parameters. The rule shown above uses only 2
outputs variables. However, it is easy to use more than 2 variables. For each output
variables, an additional linear combination must be specifiedby using an additional set
of consequent parameters for each rule. For the sake of simplicity, the writer only
considers ANFIS system with 2 inputs and 1 output.
x,
X,
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3
Figure 6 : ANFIS Model
The first layer is the MF layer. An output of any node in this layer gives the
membership degrees of an input. The second layer is the multiplication layer. Fuzzy
node here multiplies the inputs or membership degrees and produces the firing strength
of the rule on the degree in whichthe corresponding rule is fixed.
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Layer 1:
Each unit in layer 1 stores 3 parameters to define a MF.
Layer 2:
One unit in layer 2 represents each rule. Each unit is connected to those units in the
previous layer which are from the antecedent of the rule. The inputs into a unit are
degrees of membership which are multiplied to determine the degrees of fulfilment for
the rule.
Layer 3:
In this layer for each rule, there is a unit that computes its relative degree of fulfilment.
Each unit is connected to all the rule units in layer 2.
Layer 4:
The units of layer 4 are connectedto all inputs and exactlyone unit in layer 3. Each unit
computes the output ofa rule.
Layer 5:
An outputunit computes the final outputf by summing all the outputs from layer4.
Because ANFIS uses only differentiable functions, it is easy to apply standard
learning procedures from Neural Network theory. For ANFIS, a mixture of back
propagation (gradient descent) and least squares estimation (LSE) is used. Back
propagation is used to learn the antecedent parameters, i.e. the MF and LSE is used to
determinethe coefficients ofthe linear combinations in the rules consequents.
A step in the learning procedures has 2 parts. In the first part, the input patterns
are propagated, and the optimal consequent parameters are estimated by an iterative least
mean squares procedure, while the antecedent parameters are assumed to be fixed for the
current cycle through the training set. In the second part, the patterns are propagated
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again, and in this epoch back propagation is used to modify the antecedent parameters,
while the consequent parameters remain fixed.









Input Fuzzification Decision Logic Defuzzification Output
Figure 7 : Neural and Fuzzy hardware in hybrid neuro-fuzzy systems
Neuro Fuzzy systems combine the advantagesof fuzzy systems, which deal with explicit
knowledge which can be explained and understood whereas for Neural Network (NN)
which deal with implicit knowledge which can be acquired by learning.
NN learning provides a good way to adjust the expert's knowledge and
automatically generate additional fuzzy rules and MF, to meet certain specifications and
reduce design tie and costs. On the other hand, Fuzzy Logic enhances the generalization
capability of a NN system by providing more reliable output when extrapolation is
needed beyond the limits of the training data.
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3.5 Pre-processing
3.5.1 Data Collection and Analysis.
The data used for the development of the neural network was recorded by
sampling the steam pressure output and water level output for 600 second. These
samples were taken form the boiler model by using PID controller. Due to the
largevariation in magnitudes of input data, a pre-processing block is added to the
neural network controller as shown in figure 8. The pre-processing block
performs linear transformation of the input variables such that all inputs have
similar values. To do this, each variable is treated independently, and for each





Where N is the number of patterns in the training set. The transformed variables
are given by:
X^i-_£i {8)
The transformed variables will have zero mean and unit standard deviation over


























Figure 9 : A drum boiler systemby usingPID controller
4.1.1 Save data in workspace
The above figure showed the simulation of boiler system by using PID
controller. The orangebox is one ofthe application boxes in Matlab. It will allow
the simulation inputsdata to be automatically loaded into Matlab workspace. The
obtained inputs data were need for ANFIS data loading as well as to ensure the
data could be retrieved for later use. Please refer the obtained inputs data in
Appendix A.
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4.1.2 Simulation of Neuro-Fuzzy based PID controller ANFIS
The first step in implementing the nemo-fuzzy controller using the Fuzzy Logic
Toolbox (specifically in ANFIS Editor GUI) is to load the saved data from
workspace. This was done in the MATLAB command window. Once the data
was loaded, the training and checking data could be predetermined. This task
was made possible by segregating the loaded data into even and odd rows. Even
rows were treated as checking data while the odd rows would function as traimng
data. The separated checking and training data were later loaded into the ANFIS
Editor GUI. The syntax fir this task is as shown below
»filename
»trndata = simout (l:2:length(simout) f :) ;
»chkdata = simout (2 :2: length {simout},:) ;
»save filename trndata chkdata
»anfisedit
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Figure 10 : The view ofANFIS Editor in Matlab






• Testing trained FIS against training data
" Viewing the FIS structure
After performing the above steps, the writer had replaced the PID controllers
with the trained NF controllers. Each steps in ANFIS Editor will be discuss in
details in Chapter5 (Resultsand Discussion)
4.2 Procedure Identification for Neural Network.
4.2.1 Network Architecture and Training Parameters for NN Controller
Rant Identification - NARMA-L2
Network Architecture
Size of Hidden Layer j 9 No.Delayed PlantInputs j 9
Sampfrig Interval £sec) J jj.1 No Delayed Plant Outputs j g"'
Iw* Normalize Training Data
Training Data
Training Samples f" 700 K? Limit Output Data
Maximum Rant Input pt3G210G Mawmum Plant Output j 935
Mmffnum Her* Input J^Ttf210lT Minimum Plant Output ] 9~34*
Maximum Interval Value {sec) \ 71 Simulink Plant Model Browse
Minimum IntervalValue (sec) ] 70 j sim_try1
Cranaiate Training Data ] Import Data I EfojortData
Training Parameters
Training Epochs j 300 Trainms Function [framim _^j
fv* Use Current Weights ft? Use Validation Data 1^ Use Testing Data
~{'.A-jfrjMA-ifi', j .*iK \ Cancel j • . *yJ\w j
Generate or import date before baffling the heiiial network plant ~~
Figure 11: Plant Identification for steam pressure
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Rant Identification - NARMA-L2
Network Architecture
Size ofHidden Layer j 9
Sampling Interval (sec) 01
IS1' Normalize Training Data
No Delayed Plant Inputs
No. Delayed Plant Outputs
Training Data
Training Samples j 700
Maximum Plant Input
Minimum Rant Input
Maximum Interval Value (sec)
Minimum interval Value (sec) j™ 70 "" rsrm"hy"ll
Genarate/Tiafrnng Data ) .Import Data
90
I~>? Limit Output Data
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Training Parameters
Training Epochs [ 300' Trauwtg Function jtiamim 3H
R Use Current Weights & UseVafidalionData f^ Use Testing Data
Trofr. NPLyjrlt. " | UK j Can&el 1 AppV •\
Generate m.im|Mirt dotal beronj-bairmg; the neural network plants,
Figure 12 : Plant Identification for water level
Figure 11 and 12 showed the data of water level and steam pressure controllers
by using NN. Basically, the plant identification is divided into three subtopics
which are network architecture, training data and training parameters. The data in
network architecture and training parameters were obtained after did some
simulation by using different values. All the results were compared for
determination ofbetter NN controller. However, for the subtopic oftraining data,
please refer 4.2.2 to know deeply the methodology in approaching the value.
4.2.2 The training data for water level and steam pressure controllers
• Value for inputs
Heat Input, Q(MW) 126.2106
Feed water Temperature, T^ (°C) 274.2419
Steam Flow, qs (kg/s) 80
Feed water Flow, q^v (kg/s) 80
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Value for outputs
Steam Pressure (MPa) 9.35
Water Level, p (m3) 0
Byusing the above information, the writer hadtriedto design the neural network
controller for the steam pressure and water level.
• For theplant input value, the writer hadtaken +/-10 MW from the set value
for steam pressure whereas for water level is +/- lOkg/s. Therefore, it will
allow the controller to widen its control range.
• It same goes to the plant output value which the writer had taken +/- 0.01
MPa for the steam pressure and +/-0.01 m3 for water level.
• Previously, the training samples for PID controller was 600s, therefore the
writer had set 700s for NN controller. So that, it will give a more output to
make a better comparison.
• In order to determine the interval value, some basic calculation had been used
as shown as below:
0.1 s =1 sample,
Therefore, 1 s =1/0.1
= 10 samples.
For 700 samples,




The writer had designed two simulinkplant model, steam pressureand water
level. These plant models were saved in the plant identification under
subtopic training data. The objective to design this plant model is to ensure







































Figure 14 ; The SimulinkPlant Model for water level
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4.2.3 To replace FID controller with NN controller
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Figure 15 : A drum boiler system by using neural network controller
After the plant identifications were completed with the data that had been
discussed above, the NN controller will be train by using the circuit in figure 15.
The NN controllers need to be train one by one. Please refer Appendix B to
know the performance ofNN controller during traimng.
4.2.4 The procedure identification of NN controller
For Neural Network controller, the procedure identification is more to the
implementation of Graphical User Interface (GUI). Therefore, the knowledge
about this toolbox is highly recommended. Please refer figure 16 to know deeply
about the procedures
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Understand the behaviour of the boiler
model
I
Keep in all the specification that had been
decided into neural network controller
i
Train the neural network controller for
Water Level and Pressure
i
Replaced the PID controller with neural
network controller into the boiler model
I
Analyses the results and make comparison




Figure 16 : Procedure Identification forNeural Network Controller
4.3 Procedure Identification for Pre-processing plus Neural Network.
4.3.1 Data Collection for pre-processing
All the inputs data is still same as in Appendix A. Due to the large variation in
magnitudes of inputs data in Appendix A, equation 6, 7 and 8 were applied to
the data. Therefore, it will perform linear transformation of the inputs variables
such that all inputs have similar values.
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4.3.2 Plant Identification for pre-processing plus NN controller.
Please refer subchapter 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 for further details about the plant
identification for this controller. All the information that had been applied for
this controller was still same as previous controller.






















Figure 17 : Neural Network Controller had been trained by using Pre-Processing inputs
After the plant identifications were completed with the data that had been
discussed above, the writer will train the NN controller by using Pre-Processing
input. Figure 17 showed the circuit that the writer used to train the controller.
Once the controllers were trained completely, the writer will change the circuit to



















Figure 18 : The trained NN controller by using Pre-Processing inputs
4.3.4 The procedure identification of pre-processing plus NN controller
For pre-processing plus NN controller, it goes same as NN controller, the
procedure identification is more to the implementation of Graphical User
Interface (GUI). Therefore, the knowledge about this toolbox is highly
recommended. Please refer figure 19 to know deeply about the procedures.
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Generate Training Data
Save data in workspace
Find mean, variance & transform variable
f.Save data iff workspace
Export data into Neural Network controller
Train NN controller by using pre-processing data
I
Analyze the output performance
Good Not Good
Figure 19 : Procedure Identification for Pre-Processingplus
Neural Network Controller
4.4 Tools (MATLAB 6.5 Version)
4.4.1 Simulink
Simulinkis software for modelling, simulating and analyzing dynamical systems.
It supports linear and nonlinear systems, modelled in continuous time, sampled
time, or a hybridof the two. Simulinkprovides graphical user interface (GUI)for
building models as blockdiagrams. With this interface, the desired models could
be easily drawn without having to formulate the related differential equations in
a language or program. Simulink includes a comprehensive block library of
sinks, sources, linear and nonlinear components and connectors.
After a model has been defined, it could be simulated, either from the Simulink
menus or by entering command in MATLAB Command Window. The scopes
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and other display blocks enable the author to see the simulation results while the
simulation is running. The simulation results can be put in the MATLAB
workspace for post-processing and visualization.
4.4.2 Fuzzy Logic Toolbox
The Fuzzy Logic Toolbox supports the design and analysis of fuzzy logic based
systems. It supports all phases of the process, including development, research,
design, simulation, and real-time implementation. Built-in graphical user
interfaces (GUIs) provide an intuitive environment to guide the student through
the steps of fuzzy inference system design. Functions are provided for many
fuzzy logic methods, such as fuzzy clusteringand adaptive neuro-fuzzy learning.
4.4.3 Neural Network Toolbox
This toolbox provides a complete set of functions and a graphical user interface
for the design, implementation, visualization, and simulation of neural networks.
It supports the most commonly used supervised and unsupervised network
architectures and a comprehensiveset of training and learning functions.
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CHAPTERS
5.0 RESULTS AM) DISCUSSION
5.1 Target results
By introducing Artificial Intelligence Controller intothe boiler system, the performance
ofthe outputs (water level and steam pressure)will be more stable as shown below.
Set point target
Z
Water level and steam pressure arrive
at setpoint quickly with no overshoot
Figure 20: System response using Artificial Intelligence Controller
As we can see, the outputs approached the desired value very quickly, did not overshoot
and remainedstable at the target. In addition to that, by introducing neural network into
the Artificial Intelligence controller, we can enhance the learning algorithm of the
controller in order to boost the performance ofthe outputs.
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5.2 Data Gathering























Figure 21 : A drum boiler system by usingANFIS plus PID controller
a) ANFIS learning.
The writer had taken several steps during the training process in ANFIS Editor
GUI ofMatlab Fuzzy Logic Toolbox. The steps are as follows:
• Loading Data
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Figure 22 : Load odd data for training
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For checking data, it only load the even data from the workspace into ANFIS
Checking Dma (+++)
50 100 150 200 250 300
Figure 23 : Load even data for checking
350
Appendix A is the data loaded into the ANFIS Editor. The training data set
appeared in the plot as a set of circles (Figure 22) whereas checking data set
appeared in the plot as a set of plus (Figure 23). Notice that the data set index.
This index indicates the row from which the input data value was obtained.
• Generate FIS
After all the odd and even data in workspace had been loaded into ANFIS, the
next step is to initialize and generate the FIS structure. The GridPartition is used
and ANFIS will automatically generate the FIS structure.
• Viewing the FIS structure
Referringto figure 24, the circles represent node label. The leftmostnode is the
input while the rightmost node is the output node. There are four inputs
altogether (error, integral, derivative). Each inputs consists of 3 membership
function (low, medium, high),which results in 36 rules. The single whitecircles
represent the weighted sum output of the system.
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Figure 24 : Structure of the traineddata
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Figure25 : TrainingError (Epochs40)
The writer used the hybrid optimisation method to train the data. The Error
Tolerance is set to 0. The behaviourof the training error wasdid not know yet. It
is used to create a training-stopping criterion, which is related to the error size.
The training will stop after the training data error remains within this tolerance.
The training epochs is setto 40. Figure 25 shows the training error of the trained
data.
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The upper line (small asterisk) represent checking error while the lower line
(large asterisk) indicates the traimng error. As previously stated, the Error
Tolerance is set to 0. Therefore, ANFIS will try to train the odd and even data to
approach zero tolerance. It could be observed from the response that the
checking andtraining dataare constant as number of epochs increases. The error
obtained at epoch 40 is 0.0491. The result from this training is exported to the
Matlab workspace andbeingusedforthe generation of the NFcontroller.
• Testing trained FIS against traimng data
Figure 26 shows the testing data result of thetrained FIS against thetraining data
set. The blue circles showed the original value of odd data whereas the red
asterisk showed the value of odd datathat had beentrained by ANFIS. Basedon
figure 26, we can say that the fluctuation of the data had been reduced after been
trained.
Training data - o FIS output "
50 100 150 200 250 300 350
Into* .
Figure 26 : Test FIS for Training Data
Figure 27, it shows the testing data result of the trainedFIS against the checking
data set. The blue pluses showed the original value of even data whereas the red
asterisk showed the value of checking data that had been trained by ANFIS.
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Figure 27 : Test FIS for Checking Data
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b) FuzzyRule Viewer
The rule viewer displays a roadmap ofthe whole fuzzy inference process.
If the input data is specified manually, the corresponding output appears
automatically. The outputsare consistentif the same inputs is applied and run in
the M-file. So, fiizzy rule viewer is another way of viewing the process in
determining the outputsfor a givenset of inputs data.
input! =0.0116 inpii2 = 0.155 inputs* 0,00285






All the data under inputl means the data oferror input, input2 means the data of
integral input whereas input3 means thedata of derivative input. All these three
inputs will be trained in ANFIS Editor; then combination of these inputs will
come out with the output ofNF controller.








Figure 29: Rule Viewer for Water Level
C) The outputs byusingNFplus PID controller
Two neuro-fuzzy controllers had been replaced two of the PID controllers, after
the boiler model had been simulated by using the combination of two NF
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Figure 30: The performance ofthe steam pressure
The red dash showed the output of steam pressure by using the
combination of NF and PID controller whereas the blue dot showed the
performance of the output by using conventional PID controller only. Based on
figure 31 and 32, we can say that the performance of the output is better using
NF controller than PID controller. It is due to the peak value of NF controller is
less than PID controller. Therefore, it showed that the overshoot value is less and
it attempted to approach the set point value which is 9.35 MPa.
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Figure31: The performance ofthe steampressurefor compare 1
that had been magnified




















Figure 32 : The performance of the steam pressure for compare 2
that had been magnified
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Figure 33 showed the comparison ofoutput perfonnance for water level. The red
dash showed the output of water level by using the combination of NF and PID
controller whereas the blue dot showed the performance of the output by using
conventional PID controller only. Based on figure 33, we can say that the
performance of the output is better using NF controller than PID controller. It is
due to the peak value of NF controller is less than PID controller. Therefore, it
showed that the overshoot value is less and it attempted to approach the set point
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Figure 33 : The performance ofthe water level.
5.2.2 Findings by using Neural Network(NN) Controller
Two NN controllers had been used in this boiler model which is one controller
was placed at water level loop and another one was placed at steam pressure
loop. After the boiler model had been simulated by using these two NN
controllers, the performance of the outputs were shown as below. Please refer
5.3.2 to know further details about the findings.
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Figure 34 :Theoutput of steam pressure by using NNcontroller.
Figure 35 : The performance of water level byusing NN controller
5.2.3 Findings by usingPre-Processing plusNeuralNetwork Controller
Table 2 : The value ofPre-Processing for boiler inputs
Boiler Inputs Mean Variance Pre-processing
Heat Input 133.5052 70.03814 8.368879
Feed water Flow 83.91505 170.9358 13.0742
Feed water Temperature 274.24 0 0
Steam Flow 84.67554 24.93622 4.99362
Based ontable 2, thewriter had used the entire data as inputs for pre-processing.
Then, the writer had combined it with the NN controller. All themethodology to
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performthis controlleris still same as previous NN controller. The only different
betweenthese two is this NN controlleris using pre-processing data as inputs to
train the NN controller whereas the NN controller in subchapter 5.2.2 is using the
current outputs data as inputs to train the NN controller. Figure 36 and 37
showed the performance of the outputs by using pre-processing input in this
controller. Please refer 5.3.2 to know further details about the findings.
Figure 36: Theperformance of steam pressure by using Pre-Processing
Figure 37: The performance of water level by using Pre-Processing
At.
5.3 Discussion of Results
5.3.1 From Theory
The Artificial Intelligence approach makes it easier to conceptualize and
implement control systems. The process is reduced to a set ofvisualizable steps.
This is a very importantpoint. Actually implementing a control system, even a
simple control system, is more difficult than it appears. Unexpected aberrations
and physical anomalies inevitably occur.
Experienced, professional digital control engineers using conventional
control might know how to proceed to fine tune a system. But, it can be difficult
for usj ust plain folks. Fuzzy logic controlmakes it easier to visualize and set up
a system.
In reading about AI control applications in industry, one of the significant
points that standout is: AI is usedbecause it shortens the time for engineering
development. AI enables engineers to configure systems quickly without
extensive experimentation and to make use of information from expert human
operators who have been performing the task manually.
5.3.2 From Results
Referring to the outputs of conventional PID controller, we can see that
the fluctuation was happened at the starting point as the boiler start to generate.
Fluctuation also was occurred at time 320 second. This was happened due to the
value of steam flow, qs increased.
In this report, the writer had comparedthe outputsperformance by using
1. NF plus PID controller
2. NN controller
3. Pre-processingplus NN controller.
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Based on the above three AI controllers, only the first controller can perform
better if there is have any disturbance from the steam flow. Steam flow was
considered as third element which means uncontrollable and depends on the
number of electricity that the users need. However, for the second and third
controllers, it can only perform better in ideal case, which means without any
disturbance from the steam flow. The condition of ideal case was approved by
doing some research and literature review.
Table 3 : The overshoot value for different types ofcontrollers
during step input at 320s
Types of controllers Steam Pressure
(Set Point = 0)
Water Level
(Set Point = 9.35)
PID 2.5% 1.38%
Neural Network infinite infinite
Pre-Processing infinite infinite
Neuro-Fuzzy 2.37% 1.43%
The above table showed the overshoot value for different types of
controllers. Referring to the figure, we can see that the NF controller gave the
best performance compares to the otherAI controllers. It is due to the overshoot
value for steam pressure is only 2.37% whereas for water level is 1.43%.
For NF controller, it performs a slightly better for steam pressure and
slightly worst for water level as we compare with the performance of
conventional PID controller. Theoretically, neuro-fiizzy supposed will perform
far better than PID controller. However, in this case, the writer use a combination
of neuro-fuzzy and PID controller to control the drum boiler. The reason beyond
that is due to the Matlab Simulink will have some error as the writer replaced the
entire PID controller with NF controller. To design NF controller, we need to put
the error input, integral input and also derivative input. Either for steam pressure
loop or water level loop, both are using two PI controllers, therefore both PI
4S
controller can not perform as the writer gave the same error input, integral input
and also derivative input. Because of time limitation, the writer suggests to do
more research regarding the suitable value of error input, integral input and also
derivative input to put in the second PI controller
ForPre-processing plusNN controller, it was only performing better during ideal
case. Therefore, the writer suggests that we need to review the formula of
equation 6,7 and 8 in order to enhance the performance of this controller.
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CHAPTER 6
6.0 CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusion
As a conclusion, MATLAB 6.5 version is very helpful for this final year project
Four major tools boxes that the student had used were Simulink, Neural Network
Toolbox, Fuzzy Logic Toolbox and ANFIS Editor GUI. Simulink is very importantdue
to design the drum boiler model and at the same time come out with the results of PID
controller, for Neural Network Toolbox, Fuzzy Logic Toolbox and ANFIS Editor GUI,
the student need those three toolboxes in order to design the Artificial Intelligence
Controller,
From literatures reviewed, it seems that to integrate different soft computing
paradigms such as fuzzy logic, artificial neural networks, neuro-fuzzy and et cetera can
develop hybrid intelligent systems that provide more flexibility to exploit tolerance and
uncertainty of real life situation. Combining the advantages of fuzzy logic (use the
expert knowledge), the advantages of genetic algorithm (function optimization) and the
advantages of neural networks (learning and adaptability) can develop a robust adaptive
system.
Therefore, in determining the best AI controller, it actually depends on several
factors such as the design of the drum boiler, the environment effects and also the value
of inputs and outputs. Some controller might be good in several factors but weak in
others. Thus, in optimizing the potential of an alternative AI controller to perform good
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outputs for this drum boiler, NN controller is recommended. This will lead to nearly
achieve the set point for the steam pressure and also water level.
6.2 Recommendations
While conducting this project, the writer has encountered with several lesson
learnt to be shared and recommended. The following steps are recommended to be
followed: -
1. Set purpose ofthe project and what types ofjustification to be studied.
2. Prepare the alternative AI controller accordingly by knowing the drum boiler
details such as chemical composition, PID controller, and also feedback and feed
forwad loop
3. Learn some knowledge regarding Artificial Intelligence from Information
Technology lecturerspecifically Mr. Jale Ahmad.
The advance literature research should be continually updated because new
information may be gathered while executing other stages of the project. More
information on the recent application of AI controller in power plant is needed to
provide guidelines to proceed in designing an alternative AI controller, which provide
better performance than the conventional PID controller.
In the future, as continuation, it is highly recommended that this project is being
pursuit by the integration of Chemical Engineering student together with Mechanical
Engineering student to cover the field of study on the impressed Artificial Intelligence
Controller.
Future considerations might also include testing the controllers in real life environment
therefore, Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS is also recommended to have a pilotpower
48
plant set-up that consists of boiler instalment as well. This will enable studentto conduct
a real AI controllerapplication using the circuit introduced in figure 1.
4Q
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Figure 1:Performance of Heat Input Controllerduringgenerate training data
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Figure 4 : Validation Data after Train Network
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Figure 5 : Training Data after Train Network
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Figure 6 : Performance ofFeed water Flow during Training Data
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Figure 8 : Testing Data after Train Network
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Figure 9 : Training Data after Train Network
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